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Importance of giving a 
warm welcome

Always sit down
when a sick person is

talking business to you,
show no sign of hurry,

give complete attention
and full consideration.      

Florence Nightingale

You matter because you
are you, and you matter

to the end of your life.
We will do all we can not only

to help you die peacefully,
but also to live until you die.      

Dame Cicely Saunders

You make a difference when
you take the time to sit down

and listen, and stay in the face
of unanswerable questions.      

Balfour Mount

Dr. Derek Doyle OBE
Palliative care is about a

relationship...becoming close
to them in an intimate way...

of sharing ourselves.      

Hospice care is about living and accepting you for who you are

howwhat who

hostel

Hospes (Latin)

hospice

hospitality

hotel meaning   host   and   guest 

giving places of
rest for weary
pilgrims

Been around for
100’s of years

Still true today as
Hospices support

‘travellers
on a journey’

Making the
 ABSOLUTEBEST of our

LIVES

Help
to connect

people
with

their
memories

 through
music

TheLost Songs  St Kilda of



Qualified as a 
mental health nurse

in Glasgow in the
early 1980’s

experience of
music in a mental health
setting was playing
big band
music to 
patients 
at their
bath time

Bath time became

Music doesn’t mean something
completely different to a person

just because they develop
a mental health issue

more relaxed
and pleasurable

for the patients

Middle-aged and older
people access more

personal memories from
approx 10-30 years of age

Unable to
eat and drink for
herself but was
able to still play
the piano and came
alive whenever
she did!

Science  in  action

With
music =
able to
walk and
dance
unaided!

Person with
Parkinson’s
With no
music =
shuffling
gait,
movement
aided with
zimmer

Person living
with dementia

Visuospatial
difficulties so didn’t
know where his feet
stopped and the floor
started. With music
playing he was able to
dance on his own!

Person living
with dementia

Nowadays there is a

 music in peoples care

greater acceptance
of the importance of

Different songs
mean different things
- times in our lives,
people, places, holidays...



This way

 realisemade
It  me

the

initial
feelings
of the
Day 
Centre
were...

Music therapy room

and the group came
group came
The

through

Take time to reflect on
your practice. This work can
weigh heavy so find an outlet.

When leaving,
speak with staff...

Can you leave a ‘gift’
beyond what you created
in the moment of music?

is noticeable , tangible , measurable !

...and also a qualified
Music Therapist

My thing is people (and music)
- supporting people to have

different outcomes
and experiences

through music.
First experience
of music for dementia and music therapy
was in a Day Centre for adults...

Small group of older
people with only
dementia in common

delivered at
the right time

the
right music

delivered in
the right way

by the
right person

The impact of music in care settings

is provided to residents
When music

is provided to residents
When NO music

Think about how you
enter a setting...

Move furniture
to help with the
room dynamic



  interventions to measure
Arts are complex

Group drumming aids
mental health recovery

Benefits
depression

Builds social
resilience

help
problem

solve

boost self
confidence

Reduces
anxiety

Group choir singing
provides feeling of

‘coping’

helps social
bonding between

mums and new 
babies

us from
worries

include:
writing and digital arts, performing arts,
reading for pleasure, and crafts

     a state of complete physical, mental

the absense of disease or infirmity.    

World Health Orginasition as:
defined by the

and social wellbeing and not merely

distract

The arts play a major role in the
prevention of ill health, the promotion
of health, and the management and
treatment of illness across a lifespan

research
but
shows

prompt
behavioural
changes
wider

reduce
heart rate
& stress


